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Abstract-A

comdete and simple parametrization of all

H, controllers is derived for a clasi of nonstandard H , contral

problems with D,, and D,, being of full row and column ranks,
resoectivelv. bv makine use of the Yaula oarametrization and
standard H- Eontro~fheory. 0 1998 ~lsebierScience Ltd. All
rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The H- control ~ r o b l e mhas been extensivelv studied for the

and the number ofmeasurement outputs is less than or equal to
the number of external inputs.
In this paper, we deal with a nonstandard H , control problem with a greater number a1 control inputs than controlled
outputs and/or a greater number of measurement outputs than
external inputs, under the conditions that certain direct feedthrough matrices D,, and D,, [defined below, see equation (111
are of full raw rank and full column rank, respectively. In fact,
we often face a plant having a greater number of measurement
outputs than external inputs in industrial applications. In this
nonstandard problem, we can expect to have better control
performance compared to the standard case, since every
H, controller will have more free parameters than the standard
Hmcontroller (Doyle ct al., 1989). However, in order to use the
free parameters effectively for other design purposes, we first
need an explicit and simple formula of all controllers ensuring
the closed-loop H , norm bound. In this paper, we will provide
a direct derivation of the solvability condition via Riccati equations and give a simple parametrization of all H, controllers for
the nonstandard H , control problem.
Sampei et al. (1990) solved an H , control problem without
the standard assumptions on Dl* or D,, by using algebraic
Riccati inequalities, and they derived one H , controller. Stoorvogel (1991, 1996) treated the same nonstandard H, control
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problem where the solvability condition was reduced to checking the satisfaction of two elegant quadratic matrix inequalitiesin addition to some rank conditions. Moreover, a proper
H, controller was developed via the solution of the almost
disturbance decoupling problem. However, no controller parametrization was shown. Actually, for our nonstandard H, control problem also, though Stoorvogel's results can provide the
solvability condition, they cannot immediately give the explicit
parametrization of all H, controllers. Scherer (1992) also gave
the solvability condition of general H, control problems, where
C,,(s) and G,,(s) [defined below, see equation (I)] have imaginary-axis zeros including zeros at infinity, by using algebraic
Riccati inequalities. He proposed an algorithm ta compute an
H, controller. However, no controller parametrization was
provided.
As for our nonstandard oroblems.. a oarametrization of
H.. controllers for a sinelv nonstandard orablem. i.e. one anlv of

.

dard problem under the condition that G,,(s) has no unstable
zeros. Le and Safonov(1992)displayed the freedom in the Youla
parameter Q for a doubly nonstandard problem, i.e. both
D,, and D,, are nonstandard. However, the final form of the
H, controller was not given (and is not straightforward to
obtain). In this oaoer..which is a modified version of Mita et al.
(1993),'we obtain (we believe for the first time) a complete and
simple parametrization a1 all H , controllers for the doubly
nonstandard problem.
In what follows, we express the star product of M L and M a
by M = M, * M I so that F,(M,, F,(M,, K)) = F,(M, K) holds,
where F,(*, *) denotes the standard lower linear fractional map
(Zhau et al., 1995). RHm is the set of proper and stable rational
functions and BH" is the set of functions in RH" whose
H , norm is less than unity ( < l),

~..

2. Preliminaries
2.1. Assumptions. In the H , design, we first need generalized
plants which describe input-output relations for given control
problems. The generalized plant in this paper is given by
i=Ax+B,wiB,u,

".

I = C,x

+ D,,u,

y = C2x

+ D2,w,

(1)

Or

C(s) =
where w e R" is the state variable; w G R' the external input;
U E Wp the control input; Z E R" the controlled output; and
law:
E ~4 the measurement output. Via the

u = K(s)Y,

(3)
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the control purpose is to stabilize the closed-loop system
internally and ensure the H , norm of the closed-loop transfer
function
G=, = F,(G, K) = G,,

+ G,,K(I

- G,,K)-'G,,

(4)

is less than unity, i.e.
G,,(s) t BHm.

(5)

In this paper, except for Section 4, we assume that p r m, q 2 r
with
(Al) D,, is of full raw rank and D,, is of full column rank,

where (A,, P,) is controllable and A , has no jw-axis eigenvalues
due to assumption (A3). We also define

which is the opposite of the standard assumption. Under this
assumption, we define DL,, Df,, D:, and D,: to satisfy the
following:
Then assumption (A2) leads to the condition that (A, y,) is
stabilizable.
Based a n this consideration, let us choose F i n Lemma 1 as
When D,, and D,, are square, we define D,: = 0 and D,: = 0.
We also need the following assumptions, which are the same as
the standard ones.

with

F = - D:,C,

f D:,E,

EPT = (E,, 0),

+ D+,L,,

(16)

L,T = (L,, L,),

(17)

where E , and L, are any matrices that stabilize A,, + y,E, and
A, &L,, respectively, and L, is free.
Then

+

(AZ) (A, B,, C,) is stabilizable and detectable;
(A3) G,,(s) and Gz,(s) have no jw-axis invariant zeros.
Using the condition (Al), we can show that the assumption(A3)
is equivalent to requiring that

T-'APT

=

LA

A,,
zu

+

+ YIE,

+ PsL,

A,

+OPPL,

I

C,T = EnT = ( E l , 0)
have no jw-axis uncantrollable and unobservable modes,
respectively.
The purpose of this paper is to find conditions under which
a solution exists to this nonstandard H , control problem and to
give a simple parametrization of all H , controllers which solve
the problem.

(18)

and A, is stable.
The following lemma shows the advantage of this choice ofF.
Lemma 2. With F chosen as in equation (16),

holds, moreover
Dl, and Dz,

Lemma 1. Every controller K(s) which internally stabilizes G(s)
is given by
K(s) = F,(M(s), Q(s)),
(8)
where Q(s) E RHm is a free parameter and

Proof From equations (14)-(IS), we have

with F and H being any matrices which stabilize:

D:,(Df2)T] lead to(19).
which together with B, = B,[D:,Di2
The invariant zeros of (20) are glven by all the elgenvalues of

A, = A

~~~

~~~~

has no jw-axis invariant zeros.

+ B2F,

Ax = A

+ HC,,

+

respectively.
In terms of this parametrization, G,,.(s) in equation (4) is
described by
G,,.(s) = FdG,(s), Q(s))
(I1)
where

~~~~

(la

with

-

(10)
T-'(A,

- B,D:,Cs)T

-

=

because equation (20) is square. Since A, has no jw-axis eigenvalues and A,
&L2 is stable, equation (20) has no jo-axis
invariant zeros.

+

Dually, in accordance with assumption (A3) on the invariant
zeros of Gz1(s), we consider the following similanly transformation S displaying for the unobservable part of the pair
(A - B,D:,C,, DitCi):
S(A - B,Di,C,)S-'

=
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where (A,, p,) is observable and A= has no jo-axis eigenvalues
due to assumption (A3). In accordance with equation(23), define

Then assum~tion(A21 leads to the condition that (A,, S2) is
detectable.
Hence, A , becomes stable and the dual of Lemma 2 holds if
we choose H as

H

with

=

+ E,D& + L,,D:,,

BID:,

SEX =

[jd,

SL" =

(25)

[$I,

e,

where and i,are any matrices which stabilize A:
A, +LIP,, respectively, and L, is free.
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These facts, together with X 2 0 imply the stability of
A + B,F,. Since

+

holds for same L,T = (L,, LJ where A, &L, is stable, it
follows from Lemma A1 (see Appendix A) with V = (0, I)T and
A, = A, + PFL2that the stabilizing solution to equation (27) has
the form

(26)

+ B26*and

3. Main result and proof

where X,, is the stabilizing solution to

with

3.1. ARES and main result. Define the following algebraic
Riccati equation (ARE):

Then equation (36) together with the second relation in equation
(14) yield XB,D:, = 0.
The main result of this paper now follows.

AX:= A - B,D:,c,

+ B,D:,L, + (B,B:

- B,D:,(D:J~B;)x.
(28)

Dually, define the second ARE:

Theorem 1. Suppose that assumptions (AlHA3) hold. Let
L, and L,, be any matrices which stabilize the controllable sub
space of (A - B,Di,Cl,B2Df2) and observable subspace of
(A - B,Df,C,, D:,C,), respectively Then an H , controller exists
if and only if equations (27) and (29) have stabilidng solutions
X 2 0 and Y 2 0 which satisfy p(YX) < l.* Under such conditions every H , controller K,(s) can be parametrized as

where
N(s) E BHmxr3 WL(~)
E RHmxb-a

and

Note that such L, and L, can beckasen according to equations
(17) agd (26) so that L, and L, stabilize A, +P,L, and
A, + L,&, respectively.
We show some properties of the stabilizing solutions first.
Lemma 3. (1) When equation (27) has a stabilizing solution
X 2 0, A + B,F, is stable where

Moreover, the stabilizing solutian satisfies XB,D:, = 0.
(2) When equation (29) has a stabilizing solution Y 2 0,
A + L,C, is stable where

Moreover, the stabilizing solution satisfies D:,C,Y

= 0.

Proof. We only prove the first assertion. The second follows by
duality.
Since
Ax = A B2F,
B,BfX
(33)

+

is stable, (A
written as:

+ B,F,,

X(A

+

BTX) is detectable. Moreover (27) can be

+ BzF,)

+(A

+ B,F,)IX + XB,BTX

+ XB2D:,(D:,)TBTX

= 0.

(34)

D

C

D

L

o

o

J

with

We will prove this theorem by the following two steps.

I. Applying Lemmas 1 and 2 to an FI (full information) system, we
first prove that equation (27) has a stabilizing solution X 2 0.
Then, by the dual argument, equation (29) has a stabilizing
solution Y 2 0.
2. We apply a lassless decomposition (Doyle et al., 1989) to G(s) to
obtain G,,(s), then we again apply a lossless decomposition to
G:,,(s) to get S&(s), which is a G,,, system far G&,(s). In this
step, we prove p(XY) < 1 and derive the cantraUer parametrization by applying Lemma 1 to $,(s).

*Remark. The stability of A, and existence of L, are equivalent
~equirements to the condition that rank (L:(X, s), F:(X))T =
n normalrank Gt2(s) V S EC o u C + (Stoorvogel, 1991).

+
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3.2. Existenceofthestabilizingsolutions. We willnow show that
equations (27) and (29) have stabilizing solutions X 2 0 and
Y 2 0, respectively.
As is well known (Doyle et al., 1989). the output feedback
control problem has a solution only if the FI problem is solvable, where the generalized plant GH(s)for the FI problem is
given by equation (1) with C2 and D,, being replaced by
C:

,I:[

=

D?, =

[I.

Then it follows from Doyle et a1 (1989) that the original
H, control problem reduces to finding a K(s) that satisfies
FLG,,,(s), K(s)) e BH",

(49)

F,(G',(S),

(50)

or, equivalently,
K~(s)) BH",

(42)

where

Wc rpply 1 cnlmd I t o CI" .I to smmpl~lythe problcnr
Tu lh19 md, n; fir,[ \r.t th? mrtrtr in L ~ r n m a1 JS gucn in
cquatlun ( l h , I hen \re .hoorc I1 A ,

r

+

so that BH = B, + HD:, = 0 and Ax = A HC:' = A, hold.
Then, from equations (Il), (12) and Lemma 2, we have

3.3.2. Proof of p(XY) < 1 and introduction of S,,,. Since
Dl, is of full row rank and G,,,,2(s) has no jo-axis invariant
zeros due to the assumption (A3) for G2,(s), G,: can be treated
in manner completely analogous to the way that G(s) was
treated in the previous section.
Following the above reasoning, we first choose Lg to stabilize
the controllable part of the pair consisting of

and
t:(D:JT = (DhCJT,

Since the existence of an H, control solution is independent of
any particular Youla parametrization and equation (20) has na
jo-axis invariant zeros, standard H, control theory (Glover et
al., 1988) can be applied to conclude that the following ARE:

(53)

i.e. L, stabilizes the observable part of the pair (A - B,Di,C,,
D+,CJ. Then, for equation (50) to be solvable, the ARE

must have a stabilizing solution W t 0 which satisfies
D:,C2W = Di,C,W = 0, where
must have a stabilizing solution X t 0 for the F1 problem to be
solved. Equation (45) is just equation (27). By duality, equation
(29) also must have a stabilizing solution Y t 0.

Since D:,C,W

= 0, it follows from equation (54) that

3.3. Controller parametrization
3.3.1. Iaroduction of G,,,. Knowing that equation (27) has
a stabilizing solution, let us define

also has a stabilizing
Hw t Dom(Ric) where

solution,

Then, we obtain (see Appendix B):

which

means

that

(57)

for our generalized plant with D,, of full row rank. Then the
following relation holds:

Moreover, we can prove that O;,'(s) E RHD, @r2(m)= 0 and
XA, i
Agx
BgX

where H, is the Hamiltonian matrix corresponding to the ARE
equation (29). This leads to

+ cgc, = 0,

+ DzCe = 0,

Therefore, O(s) is a lossless matrix.

DgD, = I , + , .

(48)
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for the stabilizing solutions Y = Y,Y;'> 0 and W = W,W;'>O.
From equation (59), we can prove the following using wellknown manipulations (Doyle et al., 1989):

w = (I - YX)-'Y,

~ ( x Y )< 1.

Observe that equation (74) gives the following general solution
set of Q(s) E RHm:

(60)

Since W is a stabilizing solution, we can construct

where N E BHm and W, E RH". Moreover, we can rearrange
some parameters in M as follows:
H = -(I

SL,(s) =

B:

-
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= Z[-

D:,D,,F,W
(61)

+ WX)B,D:,

+ LxDiI] = ZL,

BID:, - YC2(D:,)'D:,

B, - WF:D~,D,,

as the G,,, system for equation (51) by observing the relationship between G(s) and G,,,(s) in equation (46). Then, take the
transpose of equation (61) as follows:

+ ZL,D:,

- WC,(D:,)TD:,

+ W C ~ D , ,+ WXB,[I
= ( I + WX)B, + CI'C:D12
= B,

= Z[B,

+ YC:D,,]

=

zE,.

Now satisfying equation (50) reduces to finding a K(s) that
satisfies

Therefore, equations (72)-(76) together with

3.3.3. Parnmehirntion of all controllers. In order to display
the solution set, we first define

lead to equation (40)

Z:=(I - YX)',

(64)

which leads to
W=ZY,

Z=I+WX.

(65)

\Vc cru\$ appl) tlrr. Ymlr p ~ r . i m r . l r l r ~ ldl.~ ~
gl!cll
n
II, l e r n ~ , , ~
I
I., S.,, tt, i~mpllt).gh\)I" equatio~l,031. TJ t h l , cnJ, n e fir,(

+ B,BfX + w F T ~ D : ~ D , ~ E ; ~

AF = A

(76)

4. Discussions
The case where bath D,, and D,, are of full column rank (i.e.
D,, is standard but D,, is nonstandard) can be solved by
changing some of the treatments in the previous section.
We first define Dl,, Df, and E,, to satisfy
= I.,

E\:](DI~,(D:~)')
Then

- D:,(D:,)~]

E l 2 = DLDu.

(78)

Then, we change equation (27) to the standard ARE:

which guarantees the stability of A,.
On the other hand, since equation (56) has a stabilizing
solution W with D:,C,W = 0,
and replace equation (31) by

Then we have the following theorem

is stable. Therefore, the choice:

and Z = I

Theorem 2. Suppose that both DL2 and D 2 ~are of full
column rank and the assumptions (AZ) and (A3) hold. Let L,,
be any matrix which stabilizes the observable subspace of
(A - B,D;,C,, D:,C,). Then an H , controller exists if and only
if equations (79) and (29) have stabilizing solutions X 2 0 and
Y 2 0 which satisfy p(XY) < 1.
Under this condition, every H, controller is parametrized by

+ WX show that

which guarantees the stability of A, for S,,,(s)
Moreover, we obtain

+ D,,F = 0,
BIG = B, + w~:(D:,)~ + HD,, = 0.
CF = -DlzF,

(71)
where N(s) E BH;",,

W,(s)

E

RH;

x,q.,,

and

Therefore, application of equations (8)-(12) to S,,,(s) give
K(S) = F,(M(s), ecs)),

where
A,

M(s)=

+ ~ i .I , - H
F,

(72)

B, - WF:D:,D,

0

ID

1.

(731

a

Proof Knowing that equation (79) has
stabilizing solution
X 2 0, we can start from the following G?,,(s) which is trans-

and
O(s) = D,,QD2, E BH?

(74)

position of the G,,, system for the standard G(s) with DIz offull
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column rank (Dovle
. . et al., 1989):
(A
@As1 =

+ B,B:X)T /
B:
I

-

FT,E:f
0

Hmoroblems. Future work might consider use of the free ~ a r a metkrs to meet ather control peiformance objectives in addition
to the objective IG:wllm < 1.

q
.

Df,

(831
. .

0-1

Then replacing DT,DL2by E,, in equations (54), (56) and (57),
equations (52)-(61) are all true and we have

in the present case. Moreover, the same choices of F and H as in
equations (66) and (69), respectively, give

O(3 = E:i2QD,,
and equation (73) w~thD:,D,
tion ta equation (85):
Q = E;iJ2(N, W,)

Kt],

E BHm

= E,,.

(85)

Then, the general solu-

N E BH-, WI E RH-

(86)

together with the same treatments as in equations (76) and (77)
give equations (81) and (82).
The ~ o l u r ~ o13
n ihc :d,r. nhzrr botll D:. 4nJ
:IIC ofit111
raw rsnh , ~ . c B , , ., nanrlanJ~rJhut I ) ! , is slanJar.l~ran be
~ I V b!
C ~~ h c
J u ~ <,iThcorcrrl
l
2. IFlrhl. sic aetin: DI,,
- - Di, dnd
E,, to satisfy

[

1

= I,

2

1

=I

(87)

.

Then, we change equation (29) to the standard ARE:
Y(A - B,D:,CJT

+ Y(C:C,

+(A - B,D:,C,)Y

+ BIDi,(Di,)TBT

- C:E;:C2)Y

-~

= 0,

(88)

and replace equation (32) by
L , = -B 1 D+
2 , - ycT
82:.-

(89)

Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Suppose that both D,, and D,, are of full
row rank and the assumptions (A2) and (A3) hold. Let L, be
any matrix which stabilizes the controllable subspace of
(A - B@,C,, B,D:J. Then an H, controller exists if and only
if equatlans (27) and (88) have stabilizing solutians X 2 0 and
Y r 0 which satisfy p(XY) < 1.
Under this condition, every H, controller is parametrized by
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Appendix A: A property ofa Riccati equatron
Lemma Al. Suppose that AV = VA,., with A,.
the stabilizing solution to
XA+A'X+XRX=O

Proof: Multiplication by V an the right of equation(A1) yields

Since A,., and A

2
M,(s):=

F,

I

I

- ZL,
0

*,-

and
DL

+ (A + RX)TXV = 0.

(A21

+ RX are stable, we have XV = 0.

Appendix B: Proofofequation (58)
Equation (58) is equivalent to

ZB2D1, B,Dk,
D:,

(All

satisfies XV = 0

XVA,.,

where N(s) E BHzxq,W2(s)E RHg

stable. Then,

.

(91)

5. Conclusions
We have derived a complete and simple parametrization
for all H, controllers which solve a class of nonstandard

All the entries except the (1,2)th are apparently 0. Using
XB,D:, = 0 and equation (27), it is easy to confirm that (1,Z)th
entry is also 0. Even D,, is of full column rank, the same
procedure with equation (79) proves equation (A3).

